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Progressive Construction ofConsistent Global Checkpoints�Islene Calciolari GarciaLuiz Eduardo BuzatoAbstractA checkpoint pattern is an abstraction of the computation performed by a dis-tributed application. A progressive view of this abstraction is formed by a sequence ofconsistent global checkpoints that may have occurred in this order during the executionof the application. Considering pairs of checkpoints, we have determined that a check-point must be observed before another in a progressive view if the former Z-precedesthe latter. Based on the Z-precedence and characteristics of the checkpoint pattern, wepropose original algorithms for the progressive construction of consistent global check-points. We demonstrate that the Z-precedence between a pair of checkpoints is a muchsimpler way to express the existence of a zigzag path connecting them, and we discussother advantages of our relation.Keywords: distributed checkpointing, consistent global states, causality, zigzag paths,monitoring systems.1 IntroductionCheckpoints are part of the solution for a wide range of problems that arise in distributedapplications, including fault-tolerant computing, debugging, monitoring and recon�gura-tion. A process of a distributed application is supposed to cooperate with the monitoringsystem by selecting distinguished states of its execution|called checkpoints. The set of allcheckpoints taken by the processes of a distributed application form a checkpoint patternthat is an abstraction of the computation performed by the application.A global checkpoint is a set of checkpoints, one per process. A global checkpoint isconsistent if it could have been observed by an idealized external monitor [1]. The evalua-tion of global predicates [2]|the core of many monitors|is only meaningful when veri�edagainst consistent global checkpoints. Moreover, a progressive view of the computation maybe required, in the sense that a monitor should construct a sequence of consistent globalcheckpoints that may have occurred in this order during the computation.�Institute of Computing, UNICAMP, Caixa Postal 6176, 13083-970 Campinas, SP. This work has beensupported by FAPESP under grant no. 95/1983-8 for Islene Calciolari Garcia and grant no. 96/1532-9 forthe Laboratory of Distributed Systems. 1



2 I. C. Garcia and L. E. BuzatoA checkpoint pattern may contain useless checkpoints, that is, checkpoints that cannotbe part of any consistent global checkpoint [12]. Quasi-synchronous checkpointing proto-cols [10] allow processes to take checkpoints spontaneously, but sometimes they are forcedby the protocol to take additional checkpoints in order to reduce or eliminate the presenceof useless checkpoints. The possibility of rollback recovery has been the motivation for thedevelopment of most of the quasi-synchronous checkpointing protocols [3]. Given a failure,a procedure is triggered to rollback the application from its last global state to a consistentglobal checkpoint. However, for some classes of checkpoint patterns, the e�cient construc-tion of consistent global checkpoints is still an open problem [10]. Thus, we can identify twoorthogonal problems: (i) the adequate selection of checkpoints and (ii) the construction ofconsistent global checkpoints.Our approach is to use quasi-synchronous checkpointing protocols to build a progressiveview of a computation. In order to attain our goal, we have determined the Z-precedencebetween checkpoints: a checkpoint a must be observed before a checkpoint b in a progres-sive view if a Z-precedes b. This relationship is a generalization of the Lamport's causalprecedence [8] and equivalent to the zigzag paths proposed by Netzer and Xu [12]. Based onthe Z-precedence between checkpoints, we propose original algorithms for the progressiveconstruction of consistent global checkpoints. Because its very simple and has an intuitivemeaning, we believe that the Z-precedence can provide a better understanding of consistentglobal checkpoints.The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the computational model adopted.Section 3 explores the progressive view of a computation, introducing the Z-precedence. Sec-tion 4 describes algorithms to build consistent global checkpoints progressively. In Section 5,we compare the Z-precedence with zigzag paths [12]. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.2 ModelA distributed application is composed of n sequential processes (p0; : : : ; pn�1) that commu-nicate only by exchanging messages. Messages cannot be corrupted, but can be deliveredout of order or even lost. The activity of a process is modeled as a sequence of events thatcan be divided into internal events and communication events, realized through the sendingand the reception of messages. Figure 1 illustrates a space-time diagram [8] augmented withcheckpoints (black squares). Checkpoints are internal events. We assume that each processtakes a checkpoint immediately after execution begins (initial checkpoint) and immediatelybefore execution ends (�nal checkpoint).Let ��i denote the state of pi immediately after the execution of its �-th event andlet �̂i denote the -th checkpoint taken by pi, correspondent to a state ��i with  � �.Considering Lamport's causal precedence [8] between events, let �̂�a ! �̂�b indicate that theevent that generated �̂�a has causally preceded the event that generated �̂�b . Let �̂�a k�̂�bindicate checkpoints taken by causally unrelated events (concurrent events). In Figure 1,we can see that �̂10 ! �̂21 and �̂10k�̂22 .
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p0 -�̂�00= �00 �10 Um1�20 � �̂10= �30 �40 Um3 �̂�20p1 -�̂�01 Um2 � �̂11 Um4 �̂�21p2 -�̂�02 � �̂12 �̂�22� : checkpointFigure 1: A distributed computation with checkpoints3 Progressive View of a Distributed ComputationA consistent global checkpoint is a set of checkpoints, one per process, that could have beenobserved by an idealized external monitor. Therefore, a consistent global checkpoint mustcontain only causally unrelated checkpoints [12].De�nition 3.1 Consistent Global Checkpoint|A global checkpoint �̂ = (�̂�00 ; : : : ; �̂�n�1n�1 )is consistent if, and only if, 8i; j : 0 � i; j < n : (�̂�ii 6! �̂�jj )A progressive view of a distributed computation is a sequence of consistent global check-points such that each global checkpoint in the sequence appears to have happened after theother. Obviously, a distributed computation may have many progressive views.De�nition 3.2 Progressive View|A progressive view of a computation is a sequence ofconsistent global checkpoints f�̂0; �̂1; : : : ; �̂mg such that8k : 0 � k < m : (�̂ 2 �̂k) ^ (�̂0 2 �̂k+1)) (�̂0 6! �̂)The global checkpoint �̂ is an example of a consistent global checkpoint and the sequencef(�̂00 ; �̂01 ; �̂02); (�̂10 ; �̂11 ; �̂12); (�̂20 ; �̂11 ; �̂12); (�̂20 ; �̂21 ; �̂22)g is a progressive view of the computationdepicted in Figure 1.3.1 Z-Precedence Between CheckpointsA precedence relation between a pair of checkpoints, say �̂�ii ! �̂�jj , implies that they cannotbe part of the same consistent global checkpoint. For example, consider checkpoints �̂10 and�̂21 (Figure 1). Message m3 has been sent after �̂10 and it has been received before �̂21 .Clearly, �̂21 cannot be part of the same consistent global checkpoint with any checkpoint �̂�0such that � � 1. Consequently, checkpoint �̂10 must be observed before checkpoint �̂21 in aprogressive view.De�nition 3.3 A checkpoint �̂�ii must be observed before a checkpoint �̂�jj if, and only if,�̂�jj cannot be part of the same consistent global checkpoint with �̂�0ii such that �0i � �i.



4 I. C. Garcia and L. E. BuzatoConcurrent checkpoints may also have a well-de�ned order in a progressive view. Con-sider the concurrent checkpoints �̂10 and �̂22 in Figure 1. Due to m4, �̂11 must be observedbefore �̂22 . Thus, we must consider checkpoint �̂21 and conclude that due to m3, �̂10 must beobserved before �̂21. Consequently, checkpoint �̂10 must be observed before �̂22 . Extendingthis scenario, we introduce the Z-precedence between checkpoints. This relation indicateswhen a checkpoint must be observed before another in a progressive view.De�nition 3.4 Z-precedence between checkpointsCheckpoint �̂�a Z-precedes checkpoint �̂�b (�̂�a  �̂�b ) if, and only if,� �̂�a ! �̂�b , or� 9�̂c : (�̂�a  �̂c ) ^ (�̂�1c  �̂�b ).Theorem 3.1 If �̂�a  �̂�b , �̂�a must be observed before �̂�b .Proof: The Z-precedence �̂�a  �̂�b can be expressed as a sequence of p causal precedencerelations between pairs of checkpoints:�̂�a = �̂0�1i0 (�̂0�1i0 ! �̂1i1 ), (�̂1�1i1 ! �̂2i2 ), : : :, (�̂p�1�1ip�1 ! �̂pip ) �̂pip = �̂�bBy induction on p, we prove that �̂�a must be observed before �̂�b .Base: (p = 1) The causal precedence �̂�a ! �̂�b implies that �̂�a must be observed before �̂�b .That is, in order to consider �̂�b we must consider �̂�+1a .Step: (p > 1) Assume that �̂�a  �̂pip implies that �̂�a must be observed before �̂pip . Also,assume that �̂p�1ip ! �̂�b implies that �̂p�1ip must be observed before �̂�b . In order to consider�̂�b , we must consider �̂pip and also �̂�+1a (Figure 3). Consequently, �̂�a must be observedbefore �̂�b . 2De�nition 3.5 Z-cycle|A checkpoint �̂ participates in a Z-cycle if, and only if, �̂  �̂.A checkpoint may have a Z-precedence to itself, called a Z-cycle. Using Theorem 3.1,we could conclude that such checkpoint must be observed before itself, what does not makesense. The conclusion to be drawn is that this checkpoint is useless: it cannot be part ofany consistent global checkpoint, allowing us to formulate the following corollary.Corollary 3.1 A checkpoint �̂ that participates in a Z-cycle is an useless checkpoint.For example, checkpoints �̂12 and �̂21 in Figure 2 participate in Z-cycles. Therefore, theyare useless.
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p0 -�̂�00 Um1 ��̂10 Um4 �̂�20p1 -�̂�01 Um2 ��̂11 �̂�21useless �m5p2 -�̂�02 �̂�12useless

�m3 �̂�22Figure 2: Checkpoint pattern with useless checkpointspa -�̂��a U �̂��+1apip -�̂�p�1ip �̂�pipUpb -�̂���1b �̂��b: Checkpoints that must be observed before �̂�bFigure 3: Induction used in the proof of Theorem 3.13.2 A Step in a Progressive ViewAssume that �̂ = f�̂�00 ; : : : ; �̂�n�1n�1 g is a consistent global checkpoint of the monitor's pro-gressive view. Let �̂�i+1i be the immediate successor of �̂�ii , if �̂�ii is not a �nal checkpoint,and let S = f�̂�0+10 ; : : : ; �̂�n�1+1n�1 g be the set of immediate successors of the checkpoints in �̂.The behavior of a monitor that constructs a progressive view of a distributed application issimple, it selects Step(�̂) � S to build Next(�̂), the successor of �̂ in its progressive view.Theorem 3.2 Let �̂ = f�̂�00 ; : : : ; �̂�n�1n�1 g be a consistent global checkpoint and let its suc-ceeding checkpoints form the set S = f�̂�0+10 ; : : : ; �̂�n�1+1n�1 g. We de�neStep(�̂) = f�̂�i+1i 2 S :: @�̂�j+1j 2 S : �̂�j+1j  �̂�i+1i g (�)Next(�̂), formed by the replacement of Step(�̂) in �̂, is a consistent global checkpoint.Proof: Assume that Next(�̂) is inconsistent. Thus, there must exist a pair of checkpoints,say �̂�a and �̂�b , in Next(�̂) such that �̂�a ! �̂�b . There are four possibilities of membershipfor �̂�a and �̂�b :� �̂�a 2 �̂, �̂�b 2 �̂|Violates the hypothesis that �̂ is a consistent global checkpoint.� �̂�a 2 �̂, �̂�b 2 Step(�̂)|Since �̂�+1a does not belong to Step(�̂), there must exist acheckpoint �̂�i+1i in S such that �̂�i+1i  �̂�+1a . The concatenation of �̂�a ! �̂�b and



6 I. C. Garcia and L. E. Buzato�̂�i+1i  �̂�+1a forms a Z-precedence �̂�i+1i  �̂�b that violates the rule (�) used tobuild Step(�̂).� �̂�a 2 Step(�̂), �̂�b 2 �̂|Violates the hypothesis that �̂ is a consistent global check-point.� �̂�a 2 Step(�̂), �̂�b 2 Step(�̂)|Violates the rule (�) used to form Step(�̂). 2The monitor can build a progressive view, using Theorem 3.2, starting from any consis-tent global checkpoint, for example, the consistent global checkpoint formed by the initialcheckpoints of the application. An additional requirement may be that all useful check-points must have to be considered and all useless ones must have to be discarded. In thenext Section, we will present algorithms to calculate Step(�̂).4 AlgorithmsIn this Section, we introduce algorithms to build consistent global checkpoints progressively.The details of each algorithm are dictated by the checkpoint pattern of the underlyingcomputation. Following this, we introduce a classi�cation of checkpoint patterns that isbased on the one proposed by Manivannan and Singhal [10].� Z-Precedence Free (ZPF) Pattern: For every pair of checkpoints in this pattern,say �̂�a and �̂�b , the following condition holds: (�̂�a � �̂�b ) () (�̂�a  �̂�b ). In otherwords, all Z-precedences are causal precedences.� Z-Cycle Free (ZCF) Pattern: In this pattern, checkpoints do not participate inZ-cycles; it contains only useful checkpoints.� Partially Z-Cycle Free (PZCF) Pattern: In this pattern, checkpoints may par-ticipate in Z-cycles; it may contain useless checkpoints.The algorithms are presented in Java1, because it is the language we adopted for ourimplementation of the monitor. Additionally, Java [7, 13] is easy to read and has a precisedescription.Processes behavior: We assume that processes maintain and propagate vector clocks [11],as described by class Process (Class 4.1). Vectors clocks are used to characterize casualprecedence among checkpoints, and they are initialized to guarantee that the set of ini-tial checkpoints form a consistent global checkpoint. When a message is sent, the vectorclock of the sender is piggybacked onto it. Before consuming a message, each process takes acomponent-wise maximum of its vector clock and the received vector clock. When a processtakes a checkpoint, it increments its corresponding entry in the vector clock. A checkpointis described by class VC Ckpt (Class 4.2).1Java is a trademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc.



Progressive Construction of Consistent Global Checkpoints 7Class 4.1 Process.javapublic class Process fpublic static �nal int N = 100; // Number of processes in the applicationpublic int pid; // An unique identi�er in the range 0..N-1public int[ ] VC = new int[N]; // Process' vector clockpublic class Message fpublic int[ ] VC; // Message's vector clock// Message bodygpublic void takeCheckpoint() fVC[pid]++;// Take checkpointgpublic Process(int pid) f // Constructorthis.pid = pid;for (int i=0; i < N; i++) VC[i] = -1; // Vector clock initializationtakeCheckpoint(); // VC[pid] is set to 0gpublic void �nalize() f takeCheckpoint(); g // Destructor-like methodpublic void sendMessage(Message m) fm.VC = (int[ ]) VC.clone(); // Copies the whole array// Send messagegpublic void receiveMessage(Message m) ffor (int i=0; i < N; i++) // Component-wise maximumif (m.VC[i] > VC[i]) VC[i] = m.VC[i];// Receive messageggClass 4.2 VC Ckpt.javapublic class VC Ckpt fpublic int v[ ];public int pid;// Process' checkpointboolean precedes(VC Ckpt ckpt) f // Returns true if this object causally precedes ckptreturn (v[pid] < ckpt.v[pid]) jj ((v[pid] == ckpt.v[pid]) && (pid 6= ckpt.pid));gg



8 I. C. Garcia and L. E. BuzatoClass 4.3 ZPF Pattern.javapublic class ZPF Pattern fVC Ckpt[ ] C; // Consistent global checkpointVC Ckpt[ ] S; // Succeeding checkpoints of Cprivate boolean[ ] M = new boolean[Process.N];public void next() ffor (int i=0; i < Process.N; i++) M[i] = false;for (int i=0; i < Process.N; i++)for (int j = 0; !M[i] && j < Process.N; j++)if (S[j].precedes(S[i]))M[i] = true;for (int i=0; i < Process.N; i++)if (!M[i]) f C[i] = S[i]; S[i] = null; gggGeneral structure of the algorithms: For each pattern, we de�ne a method callednext, whose function is to allow the monitor to move forward in its progressive view ofthe application. The monitor maintains variables C and S to implement the sets �̂ and S,respectively, as in Theorem 3.2. It also maintains an auxiliary vector M to mark processeswhose checkpoints in S are Z-preceded by other checkpoints in S. The checkpoints in S takenby the unmarked processes can be substituted in C. Useless checkpoints should be discarded.For simplicity, we assume that when next is called, S has no checkpoint missing.Progressive view in a ZPF pattern: In this pattern, Step(�̂) can be simply deter-mined by checkpoints in S that are not causally preceded by other checkpoints in S. ClassZPF Pattern (Class 4.3) describes an implementation of next for this pattern. Figure 4illustrates a result of its execution: �̂�2+12 has been marked by the algorithm because itscausally preceded by �̂�1+11 and �̂�3+13 has been marked because its causally preceded by�̂�0+10 . Thus, Step(�̂) is formed by f�̂�0+10 ; �̂�1+11 g and Next(�̂) = f�̂�0+10 ; �̂�1+11 ; �̂�22 ; �̂�33 g.Progressive view in a ZCF pattern: Initially, processes whose checkpoints in S arecausally preceded by other checkpoints in S are marked. Furthermore, the algorithm recur-sively marks processes whose checkpoints in S are preceded by checkpoints in C taken bymarked processes. For example, if pi is marked and there is a checkpoint �̂�j+1j such that�̂�ii ! �̂�j+1j , pj must also be marked. Next(�̂) is a consistent global checkpoint; Step(�̂)and �̂ contain only concurrent checkpoints. Assume a causal precedence from a checkpoint�̂�ii in �̂�Step(�̂) to a checkpoint �̂�j+1j in Step(�̂). Since pi is a marked process, pj shouldalso have been marked and �̂�j+1j could not belong to Step(�̂).
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................................................................................. S
p0 : : : -��̂�00 � �̂�0+10

Up1 : : : -��̂�11 � � �̂�1+11 Up2 : : : -��̂�22 � �̂�2+12p3 : : : -��̂�33 � �̂�3+13Step(�̂) = f�̂�0+10 ; �̂�1+11 gFigure 4: Progressive view in a ZPF patternClass 4.4 ZCF Pattern.javapublic class ZCF Pattern fVC Ckpt[ ] C; // Consistent global checkpointVC Ckpt[ ] S; // Succeeding checkpoints of Cprivate boolean[ ] M = new boolean[Process.N];public void next() ffor (int i=0; i < Process.N; i++) M[i] = false;for (int i=0; i < Process.N; i++)for (int j=0; !M[i] && j < Process.N; j++)if (S[j].precedes(S[i]))mark(i);for (int i=0; i < Process.N; i++)if (!M[i]) f C[i] = S[i]; S[i] = null; ggprotected void mark(int i) fif (!M[i]) fM[i] = true;for (int k=0; k < Process.N; k++)if (C[i].precedes(S[k])) mark(k);ggg
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......................................... �̂

................................................................................. S
p0 : : : -��̂�00 � �̂�0+10

Up1 : : : -��̂�11 � � �̂�1+11p2 : : : -��̂�22 � �̂�2+12p3 : : : -��̂�33 � � �̂�3+13Step(�̂) = f�̂�0+10 ; �̂�1+11 gFigure 5: Progressive view in a ZCF patternSince this pattern does not admit Z-cycles, Step(�̂) is guaranteed to be non-empty.Assume that the pattern is ZCF but there exists a non-�nal consistent global checkpoint�̂ = f�̂�00 ; : : : ; �̂�n�1n�1 g such that Step(�̂) is empty. Then, for all checkpoints �̂�i+1i in S =f�̂�0+10 ; : : : ; �̂�n�1+1n�1 g we can choose a checkpoint �̂�j+1j such that �̂�j+1j  �̂�i+1i . Since thenumber of checkpoints in S is �nite, we have a Z-cycle. This result is important not onlybecause it guarantees that ZCF protocols originally developed for backward error recoverycan also be used for monitoring. Additionally, it is possible to explore these protocols inthe context of fault-tolerant systems where the seamless integration of error recovery andmonitoring can be seen as a basic requirement.Class ZCF Pattern (Class 4.4) describes an implementation of method next for thispattern. In Figure 5, consider the Z-precedences within S: (i) �̂�0+10  �̂�3+13 , (ii) �̂�0+10  �̂�2+12 . At this level of abstraction, (i) and (ii) are su�cient to compute Step(�̂) andNext(�̂).In contrast, the sequence of causal precedences �̂�0+10 ! �̂�3+13 and �̂�33 ! �̂�2+12 must beconsidered to determine that �̂�2+12 cannot be part of Step(�̂).Progressive view in a PZCF pattern: In this pattern, it is necessary to know if acheckpoint Z-precedes itself: this information is necessary to determine useless checkpoints.An auxiliary matrix, called Z, is used. An entry Z[i,j] indicates whether �̂�i+1i  �̂�j+1j . IfZ[i,i] is true, �̂�i+1i is an useless checkpoint. Class PZCF Pattern describes an implemen-tation of method next, that is similar to the implementation next for the ZCF Pattern,it only adds the computation related to the Z matrix. This algorithm is guaranteed toprogress, because if Step(�̂) is empty, at least one useless checkpoint will be identi�ed. Fig-ure 6 illustrates a result of its execution in which Step(�̂) is empty and checkpoints �̂�0+10and �̂�1+11 are useless. To verify why �̂�0+10 and �̂�1+11 are useless we can iterate throughthe algorithm. The �rst iteration detects the Z-cycle: �̂�0+10 ! �̂�3+13 , �̂�33 ! �̂�1+11 , and



Progressive Construction of Consistent Global Checkpoints 11Class 4.5 PZCF Pattern.javapublic class PZCF Pattern fVC Ckpt[ ] C; // Consistent global checkpointVC Ckpt[ ] S; // Succeeding checkpoints of Cprivate boolean[ ] M = new boolean[Process.N];private boolean[ ][ ] Z = new boolean[Process.N][Process.N];public void next() ffor (int i=0; i < Process.N; i++) fM[i] = false;for (int j=0; j < Process.N; j++) Z [i][j] = false;gfor (int i=0; i < Process.N; i++)for (int j=0; j < Process.N; j++) fif (S[j].precedes(S[i]))mark(j,i);gfor (int i=0; i < Process.N; i++)if (Z[i][i]) f S[i] = null; g // useless checkpointelse if (!M[i]) f C[i] = S[i]; S[i] = null; ggprotected void mark(int j, int i) fif (!Z[j][i]) fZ[j][i] = M[i] = true;for (int k=0; k < Process.N; k++)if (C[i].precedes(S[k])) mark (i,k);ggĝ��11 ! �̂�0+10 , discarding �̂�0+10 . The second iteration detects the Z-cycle: �̂�1+11 ! �̂�0+20 ,�̂�00 ! �̂�3+13 , �̂�33 ! �̂�1+11 , discarding �̂�1+11 . Finally, the monitor is able to construct�̂0 = f�̂�0+20 ; �̂�1+21 ; �̂�2+12 ; �̂�3+13 g.Optimization: It is possible to modify the algorithms to work even if the set S has somecheckpoints missing. Consider a pair of distinct processes, say pi and pj . The precedencetest S[j].precedes(S[i]) that evaluates whether VC (S[j])[j] � VC (S[i])[j] could besubstituted for one that evaluates whether VC (C[j])[j] < VC (S[i])[j]. This would beuseful for a monitor to construct consistent global checkpoints without having to wait forall processes. If S is incomplete, however, the algorithm is not guaranteed to make progress.
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......................................... �̂

................................................................................. S
p0 : : : -��̂�00 � �̂�0+10

U
� �̂�0+20p1 : : : -��̂�11 � � �̂�1+11 � � �̂�1+21p2 : : : -��̂�22 � �̂�2+12p3 : : : -��̂�33 � � �̂�3+13�Step(�̂) = ;Figure 6: Progressive view in a PZCF pattern5 Z-precedence versus Zigzag PathsNetzer and Xu [12] have demonstrated that the absence of zigzag paths is a necessaryand su�cient condition for a set of checkpoints to be part of the same consistent globalcheckpoint. In this Section, we demonstrate that, although expressed in a simpler manner,a Z-precedence between a pair of checkpoints is equivalent to a zigzag path [12] connectingthem, as de�ned by Manivannan, Netzer and Singhal [9].Let S be a set of checkpoints and let S 6 S indicate that no checkpoint in S Z-precedesa checkpoint (including itself) in S. Given a single checkpoint �̂, let �̂ 6 S indicate that �̂does not Z-precedes any checkpoint in S. We are going to prove that if S 6 S, there existsa consistent global checkpoint �̂ including S.Theorem 5.1 A set of checkpoints S can be part of the same consistent global checkpointif S 6 S.Proof: We construct a consistent global checkpoint �̂ using S and considering, for everyprocess pj that does not have a checkpoint in S, the checkpoint �̂�jj such that�j = minf : �̂j 6 SgWe should note that if �j > 0 there exists a checkpoint �̂�ii 2 S such that �̂�j�1j  �̂�ii .Assume that �̂ is not consistent. There must exist a causal precedence between a pairof checkpoints in �̂, say �̂�a and �̂�b :(�̂�a ! �̂�b )) (�̂�a  �̂�b )We should note that � > 0, because no checkpoint precedes an initial checkpoint. Thereare four possibilities of membership for these checkpoints:� �̂�a 2 S, �̂�b 2 S: Since �̂�a  �̂�b , this violates the hypothesis that S 6 S.



Progressive Construction of Consistent Global Checkpoints 13� �̂�a 2 S, �̂�b 2 �̂ � S: There must exist �̂�ii 2 S such that �̂��1b  �̂�ii . However,�̂�a  �̂�b and �̂��1b  �̂�ii , implies that �̂�a  �̂�ii , with �̂�a ; �̂�ii 2 S and this alsoviolates the hypothesis that S 6 S.� �̂�a 2 �̂� S, �̂�b 2 S: The Z-precedence �̂�a  �̂�b violates the rule used to build �̂.� �̂�a 2 �̂�S, �̂�b 2 �̂�S: As in case (2), there must exist �̂c 2 S such that �̂��1b  �̂�ii .Since �̂�a  �̂�b and �̂��1b  �̂�ii implies that �̂�a  �̂�ii , this violates the rule used tobuild �̂. 2Theorem 3.1 states that checkpoints related by the Z-precedence cannot be part of thesame consistent global checkpoint. Theorem 5.1 demonstrates that a set of checkpointsunrelated by the Z-precedence can be extended to form a consistent global checkpoint.Therefore, the absence of a Z-precedence between a pair of checkpoints is a necessary andsu�cient condition for them to be part of the same consistent global checkpoint. Thus,Z-precedence is equivalent to zigzag path, but represents a simpler abstraction, easier towrite and to reason about.Clearly, the Z-precedence relation is a generalization of the Lamport's causal precedence(De�nition 3.4, �rst part). The same de�nition, second part, captures an extended notionof transitivity between checkpoints that has been used to analyze and write proofs onconsistent global checkpoints. In particular, it was a valuable tool for the design of thealgorithms that build a progressive view of a computation.The Z-precedence relation is based only on checkpoints and causal precedence. This isconsistent with the abstraction level we are working with: events, includingmessages, belongto a lower level of abstraction. This makes it possible to apply the results obtained to othercomputational models. For example, a computational model that is in evidence nowadaysis the object and action model [14]. In this model, distributed atomic actions are used toorganize the ux of method invocations on the set of objects that form the application.We have already applied our work [6] to asynchronously construct a progressive view of acomputation in this model [5]; we believe that our result represented an advance in relationto an earlier result [4].6 ConclusionsAlgorithms for obtaining consistent global checkpoints are an useful aid in a vast class ofproblems that can be formulated as the evaluation of a predicate over the global state ofan application [2]. In this paper we have introduced the notion of a progressive view of acomputation: a sequence of consistent global checkpoints that may have occurred in thisorder during the execution of an application. We have also proposed original algorithmsto construct such a view. We believe that monitoring and dynamic recon�guration ofdistributed systems can bene�t from such algorithms to guarantee that recon�gurationoccurs adequately.
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